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The Empire is preparing for the next Ca'cadasan onslaught. But this time they plan to bleed the
Cacas to the point where they are ripe for the next counteroffensive to roll them back to their own
space.The Caca Emperor had his own plan, one that will send the human peoples reelingThe
Ca'cadasan Emperor realizes that as long as the humans have their wormhole generating station
the war will be in doubt. He comes up with an audacious plan to strike at the Donut from out of the
dark. The Cacas now have wormholes of their own, and while not in the same quantity as the
humans, still an equalizer if used judiciously. A strike on the Donut and the Capital planet of Jewel
could leave the humans paralyzed, while his fleet launches a massive offensive to recapture the
New Moscow systems. And New Moscow could become the springboard into the New Terran
Empire.The alliance built by Sean is also at risk, as the Elysium and Crakista Empires reevaluate
their role in the human led coalition. Sean is depending on their ships, but will they be there when
he needs them the most. And on the Second Front a new offensive is going forward into
Ca'cadasan space. But the new Caca commander is not like the last, and he has plans of his own to
defeat them.The Empire is faced with a crisis, one that could take all of their gains, all of their
victories, away from them. Sean could lose more than his Empire if the Cacas have their way.Scroll
up and grab a copy today.
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Overall, this is probably my favorite hard Sci-fi Space Opera. I buy every book the moment I find
them. :)Why only 4 stars? Mainly because I felt the book didn't really take the story forward. Yes, it
is undoubtedly realistic, and probably needed, that we have some setbacks, but I'm not worried that
if at this pace the series will be 20 books.A few things I liked (SPOILER ALERT):1 - Use of Angel.
That could be an interesting story on redemption and and an interesting new character--although
honestly, I'm not super interested in politics between the competing Lords, etc.2 - The new ships
using the drive that allows for hundreds or thousands of times faster than light (but not using
hyperspace) sounds interesting. I can imagine a few options (sending small fleets to use the teraton
bombs on strategic sights), but this requires that htey are not as easily detected as ships that use
hyperspace.A few other minor nitpicks (SPOILER ALERT):1 - I found a couple dozen text errors
(wrong word used, etc.). These were generally easy to see and could be caught by even a basic
reading word-by-word. I don't recall prior books with this many errors.2 - Do we really need the time
travel sub-plot? It is getting borderline fantasy in my view, and honestly, I don't think we need this
strange threat to help with tension--we have the Caca's to do that.3 - I feel the use of human POWs
for duplicating top-secret technologies is a bit too easy. Okay, so they figure out how to make black
holes, but the proper use of them? Also, they're duplicating the FTL fighters? Really? Too easy.4 So two of our allies just coincidentally decide to renig on our alliance? Too much of a plot device.
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